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Pusher Ram Trailers
Large volume for efficient transport and less downtime, increase the 
efficiency to your forage harvester. Unrivalled construction provides 
tremendous strength, minimal maintenance costs and long life. 

STANDARD FEATURES
••  8mm Floor and 5mm Sides (S355mc Steel)
•• 10 Stud commercial axles
••  Torque Arm Suspension to suit large diameter agricultural wheels
••  The height adjustable sprung drawbar with Bolt-On ring hitch
••  The sides and floors are each made in one piece of steel
•• Sliding system is low maintenance
••  Pusher blade is supported by 4 industrial wheels to reduce 

friction while the seal is also made of PE1000 thermoplastic 
for high wear resistance

••  Stability during unloading; it can even be unloaded 
in a building; cargo can also be partially unloaded

••  Quick unloading cycle time
••  Locking tailboard for compressing resistance
••  Opening and locking the tailgate has 

a hydraulic and mechanical lock function
for added security

••  Tandem axle version operates from 
the tractors hydraulics. Tri axle model 
PTO driven on board hydraulics

••  Air Brakes
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PR3018 30(m3) 2.55m 2,24m 5,61m 7,51m 3,74m

PR3621 36(m3) 2.55m 2,24m 6,63m 8,53m 3,74m

PR4024 40(m3) 2.55m 2,24m 7,31m 9,21m 3,74m

PR5030 50(m3) 2.55m 2,24m 9,00m 10,91m 3,74m

Optional Equipment:
•• Hydraulic suspension 
•• Passive steering axle 
•• Active steering axle 
••  Hydraulic brakes in lieu of air 

brakes or dual air and hydraulic 
brakes with LSV

•• ABS on Air brakes 
•• Auto slack adjusters
••  Front to back roll over sheeting system
••  Load cell weigher complete with separate chassis


